2019-2020 Academic Bowl Screening Test Topics

Arts and Entertainment
● Well-known De’VIA artists/art works
● 2019 movies
● Marvel Cinematic Universe films/characters

Current Events
● Events occurring between April 2, 2019 and September 13, 2019 inclusive

Language and Literature
● Well-known idioms, proverbs, sayings
● Short stories by Edgar Allan Poe

Assigned books
● *Nineteen Eighty-Four*, by George Orwell (1949)
● *Crazy Rich Asians*, by Kevin Kwan (2013)

Mathematics
● Scientific notation
● Roman numerals
● Using PEMDAS
● Circles: calculate area, circumference, radius, and diameter

Popular Culture, Leisure, and Sports
● Winners of various sporting events/competitions (i.e., NBA, WNBA, MLB, golf and tennis Grand Slam tournaments, etc.)
● Racial and gender equity in sports
● Television game shows past and present

Science and Technology
● Chemical elements
● Taxonomic classifications
● Nobel Prize winners in physics

Social Studies
● Early deaf history (17th through 19th centuries)
● World War II
● Capital cities and other important cities in Africa/Asia